
Prodigal’s ProNotes solution gives collections 
contact centers the note automation tools and 
reports to make the difference in operations success.

With ProNotes, teams see improvements to agent 
productivity metrics and empathy, and are able to 
access trends and insights to fuel collections results. 

Your agents have the skill to collect. 
Don’t let data entry get in their way. 

ProNotes Transforms 
Contact Center 
Ops for Collections

Enhance Agent Effectiveness

By taking the emphasis off of manual work, you allow 
your agents to play to their strengths: building a 
relationship with the customer. 

Multitasking can be the death of great conversation. 
By giving agents the productivity tools to avoid that, 
and enable the next agent with better notes, everyone 
can give their all to the conversations at hand. 

Empathy should be expressed quickly, too, in order 
for you to see collections success: everything from 
right-party contact rates to repayment hinges on it. 
Great notes allow everyone to stay up to speed. 

Extract Important Insights 

The conversation data that allows you to generate 
call notes is the same data that today sits untapped. 
ProNotes lets you take advantage of the data on 
your hands, and breaks your notes down so you can: 

Analyze conversational insights and improve 
your calling strategies

Eliminate the need for any shorthand training

Discover long-term consumer and productivity 
trends 
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Agent Productivity in ProNotes

Using abstractive summarization to generate 
powerful, human-readable note summaries that can 
also be used to support machine-readable 
productivity workflows, ProNotes helps you save 
hours of productivity each day.

Your Agent Productivity Solution

Agent productivity affects all aspects of contact 
center operations. With so much of the day devoted 
to call wrap, everyone is heads down. Prodigal can 
change the game with a ready-to-deploy, 
collections-specific solution: ProNotes. 

Learn more at prodigaltech.com. >

20%
Even after training investments, 
agents spend too much time in call 
wrap, at 20% of their day. And 75% 
of that wrap time is spent on notes.

After ProNotes

30%
Agents are free to focus on other tasks 
and spend up to 30% more time in-call. 
Wrap time can decrease by over 50%. 
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